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About the Product

In 2014, the first Amazon Echo — a smart speaker featuring the

voice assistant Alexa — was released. Since then, many versions

of the Echo have been released, including ones that are similar

to the original model and ones that veer away from it. One of

the latter is the Echo Show devices, which feature some of the

functions of a smart speaker complete with a touchscreen

display that allows the device to function as a smart hub or

display. Like the other Echo products, the Echo Show has also

seen several different variations of the device, with the latest —

the Echo Show 15 releasing last December. 
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About the Product

To date, the Echo Show 15 is the

largest of the Echo Show products,

with a 15.6-inch screen that can be

mounted onto a wall. With a picture

frame-esque look, the device is

being marketed for families to use as

an organizational hub, one that can

be easily placed in a central location

and blends in with home decor.

Some key features of the Echo Show

15 include its ability to connect with

various smart home devices,

incorporation of personalized

profiles which use visual and voice

ID, and its Alexa-powered widgets. 



Our Approach

For our project approach, we used a few resources to help guide and

shape our thinking. First, we consulted numerous reviews on the device,

since we haven’t received the Echo Show 15 yet. Out of the reviews we

read, some of the pros of the device were the high resolution and

brightness of the large display as well as the usefulness of some of the

widgets. While the cons commonly outlined were the camera quality,

audio performance, the visual aesthetic of the device, and the limited

functionality of the 14 widgets available (up to six can be displayed at one

time and only a select few can be resized). Using this and the knowledge

that Amazon recently allowed third-party developers to create APL

Widgets, we knew that we’d be curating a profile complete with

specialized widgets. 

Currently, we’re thinking of developing widgets for UGA Athletics,

specifically ones that would cater to Georgia football fans to optimize the

gameday experience. To further develop this thinking, we decided to

create a Google Forms survey where we asked for feedback from our

classmates on Georgia-specific widgets. We received 15 responses and

the results varied with the most popular widget idea being game scores

followed by game highlights. We also tossed around an idea to curate a

profile for the New Media Institute, complete with specialized widgets that

would make the Echo Show 15 a permanent and helpful device for

certificate students and NMI faculty. While this idea is a secondary one

and something that we hope to accomplish alongside the UGA Athletics

one, the latter is the one we’re moving forward with currently. Still, in

Google Forms, we also asked for NMI-specific widgets feedback, with

announcements followed by an event calendar being chosen as the

widgets people would be most likely to use. 
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Similar Products

Google

Nest Hub

Max

Compared to the Echo Show 15, Google’s Nest Hub Max

is smaller with a 10-inch display and has similar features

as the Echo Show 15 given that they are both smart

displays. However, the Nest Hub Max can’t be wall-

mounted, lacks widgets that can be customized to the

user’s liking, and isn’t necessarily built for streaming

content due to its size. But, the Nest Hub Max has a

better sound system and camera quality, making visual

ID more seamless. For our project, however, the Nest

Hub Max doesn’t have anything that we feel needs to or

could be implemented by us on the Echo Show 15.



Similar Products

Samsung

Home

Hub

This product hasn’t been released yet but is already being compared to

the Echo Show 15. Samsung’s Home Hub is a smart display that will

serve as, truly, a hub for smart home devices that’s being marketed as a

device to help manage chores. Though it’s targeting families like the

Echo Show 15 and will have the ability to create personalized profiles

for members, its chores-focus by offering home screen access to things

like clothing care, pet, and energy make it quite different from

Amazon’s device. It also cannot be wall-mounted, using a charging dock

instead, and the widgets on the touchscreen directly correlate to

managing other home devices. The visual aesthetic of the Home Hub is

nicer than the Echo Show 15 and the “widgets” seem to offer more

functionality by nature, but for our project, we also don’t feel we can

take any inspiration from Samsung’s product.
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